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Abstract: In the current world that is run by technology and network connections, it is crucial to know
what cyber security is and to be able to use it effectively. Systems, important files, data, and other important
virtual things are at risk if there is no security to protect it.[1] Whether it is an IT firm not, every company
has to be protected equally. With the development of the fresh technology in cyber security, the attackers
similarly do not collapse behind. They are consuming better and enhanced hacking techniques and aim the
weak points of many businesses out there. Cyber security is essential because military, government,
financial, medical and corporate organizations accumulate, practise, and stock unprecedented quantities of
data on PCs and other devices. An important quota of that data can be sensitive information, whether that
be financial data, intellectual property, personal information, or other various kinds of data for which
illegal access or acquaintance could ensure negative concerns.
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